• The UCLA Activity Score surveys a patient's hip and knee pain and function on a 10-point scale from a 1 -"wholly inactive: dependent upon others; cannot leave residence," to a 5 -"sometimes participate in moderate activities," to a 10 -"regularly participate in impact sports, such as jogging, tennis, skiing, acrobatics, ballet, heavy labor, or backpacking." This score is generated from a single question.
CJRR offers multiple options for PRO survey completion. Patients can complete their PRO surveys online using a secure CJRR web-based interface (on a phone, computer, or tablet), or in paper form, which can be sent directly to CJRR via secure electronic fax. This reduces the administrative burden on surgeons and staff and ensures that PRO collection is uniform and complete. It's estimated that it takes patients 15-30 minutes to answer these 37 questions in the three surveys. See CJRR Appendix A. 
PRO Results

WOMAC Hip and Knee Mean Scores
Model Development
Patient Sample
Patients undergoing primary total a hip or primary total knee replacement (unilateral or bilateral) were included in the risk adjustment modeling and subsequent public reporting. Patients with pathological fractures or malignant neoplasms (primary or metastatic cancer) were excluded. See the accompanying list for excluded codes. A total of 5,780 eligible patients were registered by CJRR during the study period beginning April 1, 2011 through November 6, 2014, at 14 participating hospital sites. Cases are eligible if at least one year has elapsed since the procedure occurred. Cases are complete if the patient has finished a pre-procedure PRO survey and also a one-year post-procedure PRO survey. There were 1,155 completed cases. The hospital response rate is the number of complete cases divided by the number of eligible cases. These PRO scores and performance outcome results are based on data collected in CJRR about surgeries that occurred from April 1, 2011 to November 6, 2014. The calculations are current as of December 31, 2014.
PRO Measure
CJRR collects PRO data using three distinct surveys: Veterans Rand 12-Item Health Survey (VR-12), Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC), and the UCLA Activity Index. The PRO measure that CJRR will report publicly at this time is the WOMAC, which is a condition-specific survey that asks patients about symptoms, pain, stiffness, and the patient's ability to perform various routine activities of daily life that are progressively more physically demanding The variable selection method required an individual predictor to be associated with PRO MCID at the 0.05 level of significance to be retained. Predictor variables that did not meet this level of significance were dropped. A final risk model was specified by keeping all predictor variables that met the 0.05 level of significance in the automated selection method, and by adding additional variables that were not statistically significant but were clinically meaningful.
The CJRR Reporting Subcommittee determined that the resulting risk adjustment model had adequate fit (Hosmer-Lemesow lack-of-fit chi-square = 0.299, n.s.), and that it was adequately predictive (c=0.78).
Final Risk Adjustment Variables
The final risk adjustment regression model included several patient-level variables known to be associated with improved patient-reported outcomes:
• Preoperative WOMAC score Each provider's performance rating was based on a comparison of the 95% confidence interval (CI) of each provider's RAR to the population average MCID rate (87.1%). The Poisson exact probability method was used for computing the 95% CI for the RAR. 
